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Sharon Barker, director of the Women's Resource Center, dis-
cusses her recent projects promoting equal educational oppor-
tunities for women. The National Education Association pre-
sented her with the Mary Hartwood Futrell Award at a confer-
ence in Atlanta, recognizing her work. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
• Crime
Public Safety officers
impound stolen vehicle
By Kathryn Ritchie search for its owner, only to dis-
Maine Campus staff cover the car belonged to an Au-
gusta rental company. The car may
A stolen car was recovered at have been driven to Washington
the University ofMainethis week. D.C. before it was discovered in
Public Safety Officers Chris Orono. The theft is still under in-
Gardner, Carroll Debeck and Rob- vestigation.
ert Norman spotted the green Ford In other police business:
with Vermont license plates • Four fire extinguishers were
parked in a fire lane in front of discharged on the first and second
Delta Tau Delta over the week- floors of Stevens Hall sometime
end. Fraternity members told of- between 8:30 p.m. on Sept. 1 and
ficers they didn't know to whom 5:30 a.m. on Sept. 2. The extin-
the car belonged. guishers contained about 10
On Monday, the officers im-
pounded the car and continued to See CRIME on 
page 5
• Committee
Union plans under way
By Paul Livingstone
Maine Campus staff
Anticipating the degree of
planning required for its con-
struction, the Memorial Union
Expansion Committee met yes-
terday to seta time line for draft-
ing a plan detailing the specifi-
cations for the new Memorial
Union.
Committee chairman and Dean
of Student Services Dwight Ride-
out immediately notified the group
that only six weeks remained be-
fore the plan had to be readied and
advertisements for potential ar-
chitects be made public.
"Between now and mid-Oc-
tober a conceptual plan will be
completed," Rideout said. "Once
this is done, an architect will be
hired to determine what we can
and can't do."
The goal for completion of
the union expansion will be the
fall of 1999 and will involve con-
structing new building space and
renovating the old. New dining
services, new study areas, and a
large student meeting area are
among the issues the committe
discussed.
Dave Wilson, an architect for
See EXPANSION on page 4
• Women's Resource Center
Barker earns national award
by Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
Sharon Barker's mounds of
paperwork look like they're al-
ready taking over her office in
the Women's Resource Center,
despite it's being only the first
day of classes. A clear glass
globe with delicate etchings sits
among the chaos in her window
sill, a reminder of all she has
accomplished and possible in-
spiration for what's left to do.
Barker received the glass
globe, the National Education
Association's Mary Hatwood
Futrell Award, in July for her
work with women's issues. The
NEA sent the Women's Re-
source Center director to its an-
nual meeting in Atlanta to
present the award. Barker de-
scribed the gala as "a cross be-
tween Queen for a Day and the
Academy Awards." She got to
take the stage with 14 other hu-
man and civil rights award win-
ners and gave a speech to the
audience of 2,000.
"It's always nice to get rec-
ognized for your work," Barker
said. "I always feel appreciat-
ed."
Barker's involvement with
the University of Maine spans
more than three decades. She
came to the school in the 1960s
for a bachelor's degree in psy-
chology. She returned in the
1980s for a master's degree in
public administration and land-
ed a position with Women in the
Curriculum in 1990. She was
hired as the first director of the
Women's Resource Center when
it opened six years ago.
As she works to reach her
lofty goal of trying to change the
world, Barker said it's nice to
work out of an institution.
"I love this place. There's
such a wealth of people and
ideas," Barker said.
Working only part time with
a limited staff at the Women's
Resource Center, Barker said she
works to create a network for
people to reach one another. She
works with students in hopes that
they will take their knowledge
and work with others,
"I have a lot of connections in
the women's community across
the state," Barker said. "I just try
to get women together so we can
share ideas and share support."
See NEA on page 3
• Theft
Local farmers plead for return of sign
By Kristen Dobler goods at the market pay the mem- she said. "When people see a big
Maine Campus staff bership fees that supply funds for red sign shaped like a vegetable
the market's budget. they think of the Orono Farmers'
The Orono Farmers' Market "It's kind of disappointing that Market. If I have to get another
sign located in front of the steam they wouldn't have enough re- sign, not only will it take time
plant parking lot was stolen some- spect for the farmers' market and away but we'll have to take the
time between Sunday and Tues- our efforts to serve the communi- other sign down to make match-
day morning, according to Kris ty," he said. "It's not like we're ing signs."
Sader, the market's treasurer and Wal-Mart trying to put other busi- Without the signs, Sader said,
an alumni of the college of ecolo- nesses out of business." there is a chance that the public
gy and environmental sciences. Both Guzzi and Sader request- will think that the market is closed
The sign and an identical one ed that the sign be returned to its for the year when it doesn't actu-
that' s near Stillwater Avenue cost original place so the market won't ally close until Oct. 31.
the market more than $200 each have to go through the trouble of The market has had an inte-
and the cost and time to replace having the sign replaced. grated relationship with the uni-
the stolen one would be a large "There'll be no questions versity and the Orono communi-
hassle, she said. asked," Guzzi said. "If the sign ty. Sader said that the market has
"We pay rent and I don't think showed up again we'd be pretty
people realized it," she said. "We happy."
have more of our rent to pay and If a new sign has to be pur-
more advertising has to be done, chased, Sader said, the other sign
so $200 is a lot out of our budget." would have to be taken down so
Mark Guzzi, a sustainable ag- that the new sign would also be
riculture student at the university identical.
and a' member of the Black Bear "The fact that we had match-
Food Guild, said that farmers' who ing signs gave an advantage be-
come from all over Maine to sell cause it's an identifying marker,"
The Orono Farmers' Market sign, as it appeared before being
stolen from the steam plant parking lot. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
See FARMERS on page 4
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The Maine Campus welcomes
back Question of the Week.
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• Editorial
Ritchie gets wet 'n' wild.
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Check out the new fashion
column by Erin Tucker.
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• Crash
Second child survivor believed found
1 PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) — A boy found wandering near thewreckage of a Vietnam Airlines jetliner may be the second survivor of the crash
that killed at least 65 people.
The child, who is about four years old, was initially believed to be a local
boy who had been hit by debris from the crash Wednesday.
The Vietnamese Embassy said today the boy, who is hospitalized with head
injuries, might be a child listed among the passengers. Doctors reported that he could
speak a few Cambodian and Vietnamese words. But he had not given doctors his name
more than 24 hours after he was found wandering 100 yards from the wreckage.
The Vietnam Airlines jetliner was carrying 60 passengers and six crew when it
crashed during a heavy rainstorm while approaching Phnom Penh's airport. It
exploded into flames in a rice paddy a half-mile south of the runway.
By today, 65 bodies had been recovered, officials involved in the rescue effort
said. However, they were not sure if all were passengers on the flight from Ho Chi
Minh City or if some were local people killed on the ground.
The only confirmed survivor still alive is a 1-year-old Thai toddler who suffered
a broken leg.
• Killings
Press talks to president about deaths
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Politically powerful groups may have had a hand in stalling
investigations into the murders of two journalists in Mexico, a press organization has told
the Mexican president.
Representatives from the Inter-American Press Association met Wednesday with
President Ernesto Zedillo to discuss the investigations, which appear to be lost in the criminal
justice system, said Danilo Arbilla, president of the association's Press Freedom Commis-
sion.
"In Mexico, in some states and localities, you see a relationship between political power and
the killings.... At times, we think this may have something to do with the slowness" in investigating
the crimes, said Arbilla, who is also director of the Montevideo newspaper Busqueda.
A total of 21 journalists have been killed the last nine years in Mexico, second only to Colombia
in recent deaths ofjournalists. Some 69 reporters and editors have died recently in Colombia, said
Ricardo Trotti of the Miami Herald, press freedom coordinator for the association.
Zedillo pledged to support investigations, said his spokesman Alejandro Carrillo.
"The president had a very cordial exchange and said he would enthusiastically support this
effort ... to exhaustively investigate a series of crimes and killing against journalists in this
hemisphere," he said.
WORLDDIGEST
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• Reworking
Elton John rewrites
'Candle in the Wind'
4 LONDON (AP) — Two decades ago, he eulogizedanother fallen icon, remembering Marilyn Monroe
with a sentimental song called "Candle in the Wind."
Now, Elton John has updated it to mourn someone more real
to him — his friend, Princess Diana.
The pop star will sing the new version of the song Saturday
in Westminster Abbey at the funeral of the princess, a fan of his
since childhood.
The revised lyrics, released Thursday, tell of a woman
who was "the grace that placed itself where lives were torn
apart," and who leaves behind "a country lost without your
soul."
Where in the original song, released in 1973 and co-written
by lyricist Bernie Taupin, John sang "Goodbye, Norma Jean"
— a reference to Monroe's real name, Norma Jean Baker
now, he will sing "Goodbye, England's Rose."
The new version about "the nation's golden child," also
co-written with Taupin, eliminates some of the bite and
bitterness of the original words about Monroe's overdose
death in 1962
John and the princess both were AIDS activists and friends
of designer Gianni Versace, who was shot to death in July.
Diana sat next to the singer and comforted him when he broke
down at the designer's memorial service in Milan, an image
captured by photographers and distributed widely.
• Space station
MIR space officials
blame ground control
MOSCOW (AP) — Ground controllers and the3 Mir's former crew share responsibility for a June
space collision, space officials said today, contra-
dicting an earlier verdict that blamed only the cosmonauts.
Several space agencies took part in the latest commis-
sion that issued its findings today, and they spread the blame
more widely than a panel that reported its conclusions
Tuesday.
The space agencies said the Mir's former Russian crew
— Vasily Tsibliyev and Alexander Lazutkin — bore re-
sponsibility for the June 25 collision with a cargo ship.
Unidentified ground controllers also were responsible
for the accident, the Interfax news agency said, citing a
spokesman for the cosmonauts' training center outside
Moscow, Sergei Tafrov.
Today's report did not offer any additional details,
except to say the inquiry will continue. The session was
closed to the media.
The latest findings differ with a report Tuesday by
Valery Ryumin, the Russian coordinator of the Mir
-NASA
program. He said a preliminary inquiry concluded "beyond
any doubt" that the crash was the result of errors by the crew
members, and said the former crew is likely to be fined.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Partly sunny. Highs
around 70.
Saturday's Outlook
Mostly sunny. Increasing
clouds in the afternoon.
Highs in the upper 70s.
Extended Forecast
Sunday... Chance of
rain,highs in the 60s.
Monday...Becomingfair, highs
around 70. Tuesday... Fair,
high around 70..
Caribou
0
67°F
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John Jenusaitis
First-year student
from Middlebury, Conn.
"I really liked the area and I
really liked the engineering
program."
of the week
Why did you choose to come to UMaine?
Erin O'Connor
First-year student from
Biddeford, Maine
"Because I could afford it."
Mike McIntire
First-year student
from VViscasset, Maine
"The courses. Thirteen plac-
es had engineering and phys-
ics, and this is the closest. I'd
been here and I like it."
Susan Moore
First-year student from
East Millinocket, Maine
"It was close to home and I
liked the governmental set-
up."
Diane Ward
First-year student
from Jay, Maine
"I wanted something close, but
not too close."
NEA from page 1
The Fort Fairfield native also serves
as an advisor to campus projects run by
her work-study students at the center.
UMaine junior Charley Martin, in her
second year at the center, called Barker
her mentor.
"She is very inspirational," Martin
said. "She's a very cool woman to work
for. She amazes me with the work she's
done with her life."
Though Barker acts as the ultimate
overseer to her students' projects, Martin
said she gives the students the reins to
"go for it" on their own.
"It's independence I've never felt be-
fore," Martin said.
In addition to her work at UMaine,
Barker was also one of the five founders
of the Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health
Center in Bangor and serves on U.S. Rep.
John Baldacci's Advisory Committee on
Juvenile Crime, Domestic Violence, Drug
Abuse and Hate Crimes.
UMaine Administrative Assistant
Nancy Smith, who has worked with Bark-
er on issues effecting classified women
on campus, nominated her for the NEA
award to the Maine Human and Civil
Rights Committee. In turn, the commit-
tee put together Barker's portfolio, inter-
viewed her and nominated
award at the national level.
"I think she's just done
her for the things for women," Smith said.
This is the second year in a row -a
tremendous woman from Maine has won the award.
Do you have a Speech, Language, or Hearing problem?
There are Speech, Language and Hearing services available for UM students
and their families, here on campus at:
The Conley Speech and Hearing Center
North Stevens Hall
Diagnostic and therapy services are provided at no cost to students.
If you want more information contact us at:
581-2006
WE WANT TO HELP!
Writing for
The Iviairie usmumounommi'•-, UNVMSNY Of MAIN' NE OISPWEFI ACE 187 
IL1111111111111111111111111011Mme
_ ,..... 
_
Monday
March 17, 1997
Copy Editors: Must have knowledge of the AP style of writing.
Preferably have taken the Copy Writing course. Contact Paul
Livingstone at 1-1271.
Advertising Sales: Here is your chance to set your own
schedule, work on commission, and talk to local businesses
about advertising. If interested, call Erin Smith at 1-1273.
Local News: Anyone interested in writing for the local news
section, contact Kathryn Ritchie at 1-1270 or attend the writers
meeting every Monday at 5 p.m., 4th floor Chadbourne Hall.
Style and Sports: We're also looking for style and sports writers.
For style contact Derek Rice at 1-3061. For sports contact Bill
Stewart at 1-1268.
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Expansion from page 1
the University of Maine System, also spoke
at the meeting. He said the committee's mis-
sion will be to write a non-graphic conceptual
plan to submit to the selected architect.
Expressing concern over the intended
new union completion goal of the fall of
1999, Wilson said a bid must be made by
May of 1998 and that construction needs
to begin by that June.
"I'm not convinced we can pull it off,"
said Wilson. "One other important situa-
tion exists, and that is that this building
must remain functioning while construc-
tion is taking place. This makes the chal-
lenge even greater."
Student Government President and
Vice Chair of the Memorial Union Expan-
sion Committee Jenn Nelson suggested
introducing three new faculty members
into the committee. Some committee mem-
bers questioned the appropriateness of al-
tering the equal balance of students and
faculty on the committee.
"In the interest of having as many ideas
as possible, we should bring other view-
points in, but if at some point it becomes
disruptive, they should be reminded they
are not part of the committee," said Exec-
utive Director of Institutional and Facili-
ties Planning Anita Wihry.
Others were more concerned about as-
sumption or ideas brought to the meeting
by committee members.
"We need a common bond or under-
standing of what this union is," said Mary-
anne Milton, a sophomore majoring in
international affairs. "We need to discov-
er what it is we want from the new union
before we build it."
At $9.3 million, the Memorial Union
expansion, approved by the University of
Maine System Board of Trustees last
spring, will be, by 25 percent, the single
most expensive project UMaine has un-
dertaken.
The expansion will increase the usable
area of the union by 45,000 to 65,000
square feet. The actual amount won't be
known until an architect has returned the
final plans, but the union's space — minus
Hauck Auditorium — will probably dou-
ble, Rideout said.
The cost to the students will be $3.50
per credit hour. A 20-year loan will pay
the rest. The Memorial Union Expansion
Committee, headed by Rideout, Nelson
and Association of Graduate Students Pres-
ident Ryan Carnegie, will continue to meet
with architects while the final construc-
tion plans are drafted.
Open
your mind
You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine CampusMaine's thrice-weekly news a er
Dean of Student Services Dwight Rideout is the chairman of the Memorial
Union Expansion Committee. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
Farmers from page 1
been involved with university programs
such as one on marketing. They have also
participated in Orono community activi-
ties, such as having a table at Orono Festi-
val Days in June.
"In the fall we usually like to treat
people who come to the market with apple
The Faculty Senate is pleased to announce
the 1997-98 University of Maine Class Book:
The Ecology of Commerce: 
A Declaration of Sustainability
by Paul Hawken
"What is required is a total redesign of
what it means to be in business in the
latter stages of the twentieth century,
when science can tell us clearly and
without doubt that our present course
of action is extinguishing life on earth."
--Paul Hawken
NatirLkft. %IS)! {1,,41 330,S
The Ecology. of
Com.m.erce
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[The Ecology of Commerce] is, in my view, the first extensive, truly ecological
analysis of business; deeply disturbing and yet full of hope. Essential reading for
all who care about our planet. --Fritjof Capra, author of the Tao of Musics.
The class book is sponsored in part by the University of Maine Bookstore, which has it on sale at a
substantial discount from the retail price. The Ecology of Commerce is published by HarperCollins.
cider," Sader said.
This is the fourth season that the market
has been open, and it has 23 vendors that
sell a variety of goods, such as mixed veg-
etables, potted plants, chicken, milk, eggs
and flowers.
"Farmers' markets are your best bet
because you form a relationship with your
farmer and you know where your food is
coming from," Sader said.
BE A GOOD
NEIGHBOR
Volunieer.
American Heart
Association V I
614 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town
(between McDonald' nd Doug's) 827-1976
SKEETER'S'
Redemption Center
WELCOME BACK
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENTS
WE HANDLE YOUR
MESSY EMPTIES
'Fast, Friendly Service'
'Clean & Moderate facility*
•S&H Green Stamps*
'Monthly Drawings.
'Convenient Location
and Parking'
Hours: Tue.-Fri. : 8:30-5:30
Sat-Sun: 8:30-4:30
Closed: Mon.
Add 10% To Your Returnable
Amount With This Ad.
(Offer Expires 10/15/97)
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Sex Matters by Sandra Caron, Ph.D.
Dear Read-
ers: I would like
to take this op-
portunity to in-
troduce you to
"SEX MAT-
TERS." This is
the ninth year
I've written for
The Maine Cam-
pus. For those who have never seen this
weekly column, you should know that
this is a place where I answer your ques-
tions about various sexuality issues. Over
the years, the questions have focused on
a variety of issues, from birth control,
diseases, body image and penis size to
how to develop a relationship, love, long-
distance dating and breaking up. You
see, contrary to the widely held belief
that college students know all about sex
and despite the widely available sexual
literature and explicit sex on television
and in popular films, many students of
college age have questions about their
own and others' sexuality.
College is a place for learning — not
just about a specific major — but about
yourself and how you relate to others.
One of the most significant areas of sex-
uality is that of understanding and devel-
oping intimate relationships with others.
As you follow this column throughout
the semester, you'll notice that many of
the questions focus not only on the facts
and figures of sexual issues but also
around connection. This is a significant
issue, particularly among college stu-
dents.
It's important to recognize that all of
us develop through our emotional con-
nectedness to others, and we continue to
need close relationships throughout our
lives. Only through our connectedness to
others can we really know and enhance
our sense of self. And only through
working on the self can we begin to en-
hance our connectedness to others. It's a
fine balancing act, one of life's important
tasks, and one of college students' major
struggles.
For sure, you and your friends will find
yourself faced with a number of issues,
concerns, and dilemmas having to do with
connection (dating/relating to others). For
example, when we distance ourselves from
others or pretend we don't need people,
we get into trouble. Similarly, we get in
Crime from page 1
pounds of dry chemicals each and were
taken from the building. Public Safety
would appreciate any information from
people who may have seen the incident.
• Officer Michael Burgess saw one man
in a group of people put a beer can in his
pocket while walking in front ofEstabrooke
Hall at 12:45 a.m. on Aug. 30. As a result,
the group was stopped and three men have
been referred to the conduct office for
possession of alcohol by minors.
• While investigating a loud music com-
plaint in Cumberland Hall, Officer Scott
Curtis saw a man with alcohol in his back-
pack. Nicholas Ashton was summoned to
court for possession of alcohol by a minor.
• Two complaints were filed about peo-
ple selling magazines in Hancock and Stod-
der halls. No licenses have been granted
for solicitors on campus. Public Safety
asks that people call when they see solici-
tors in the dorms.
• Glass was reported broken out of the
doors of the computer cluster in the Memo-
rial Union on Sept. 2 and Boardman Hall
on Aug. 28. Both are under investigation.
• Officer Deb Mitchell responded to a
complaint of assault and disorderly con-
duct on Sept. 1 at 2:49 p.m. in Cumberland
Hall. Philip Platt was summoned to court
for simple assault and disorderly conduct.
The incident involved a woman.
• Two desks were stolen from Room
316 in Dunn Hall between Sept. 2 at 5 p.m.
and Sept. 3 at 2:30 p.m.
• A wallet containing $40 was stolen
from a purse in Androscoggin Hall.
• A fire Wednesday in a York Hall trash
can is under investigation.
The Public Safety Tip of the Week:
Secure your property. Anything being
stored in vehicles should be kept in trunks.
And even during short trips to the shower
or the market, dorm rooms should be kept
locked. If it helps, wear a room key around
your neck.
( ) I A
Stop Smoking.
HE DAY T American Heart fopAssociation
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
All week Sept. 2-8
Buy one...
Get one for
Any footlong or 6" sub of
equal or lesser values. Not
good w/ any other offer.
At part icipat ing stoics.
hftp://www.subway.com
199'I ')(n. or ANSUL.i.tiCh
ThE
SUBWAY'
A srinnwicH
SHOULD BE.
Orono Location only
18 Mill Street 866-3550
„A, Check out Personal/Classified for
P‘ Free Footlong Sandwich P‘
trouble when a relationship begins to go
badly and we ignore it or put no energy
into generating new options for change.
Fortunately, it's never too late to learn to
move differently. I hope this column will
help you do just that.
Please recognize that I view your ques-
tions as valuable and attempt to answer
them as sensibly and as sensitively as
possible. I encourage you to send your
questions directly to me: Sandy Caron,
do The Maine Campus, Chadbourne Hall.
Have a wonderful semester.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate pro-
fessor of family relations/human sexual-
ity in the College of Education & Human
Development; she teaches CHF 351: Hu-
man Sexuality in the spring semester.
Questions for Caron can be sent directly
to her at The Maine Campus, Chad-
bourne Hall. Copyright Sandra L. Ca-
ron, 1997
Recruiting on the mall
Army ROTC Cadet Darrick Banda discusses recruitment options with Brian
Grant, a junior business major. The UMaine ROTC was on the mall with its OH-
1 utility helicopter Thursday. (Chris Taggert Photo.)
Welcome to Campus!
Cutler Health Center
will be closed for services on Thursday
mornings between the hours of 8-10 a.m.
These hours will be used for the purpose of staff
development and in-service training. Please note
that this does not effect the regular Thursday
morning Athletic Clinic.
Have a healthy semester!
NOW NIRIt!
Ra UCT CiN
ASS I S T ANT
Qualified applicants will have experience with
Macintosh environment and some knowiedg
of page layout. Experience with PageMaker,
Photoshop, Illustrator etc. is desirable. Must te
able to work Sunday, Tuesday and Thursda
nights 5p.m. on. Apply with us soon_at_ .
The Maine Campus
4th floor Chadbourne Hall at front desk.
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Surplus salvation
When Maine lawmakers reconvene
in January, they will be faced with
what to do with the state's $60 million
surplus from this past fiscal year. They
would do well to put a significant
amount of it toward education, particu-
larly the University of Maine System.
Throughout the late 1980s and early
'90s, lawmakers stiffed the university
system, contributing to increasingly
higher tuition, loss of faculty and staff
positions, and a crumbling infrastruc-
ture. In 1991, the university and tech-
nical college system and Maine Mari-
time Academy received 7.1 percent of
state expenditures. In 1995, only 4.9
percent of expenditures went to higher
education. In 1996, the national expen-
diture average was significantly high-
er, at 10.5 percent — about the level the
university system was at in 1989-90.
To make up for the decreased fund-
ing, the University of Maine has seen
tuition rise about 80 percent and the lay-
offs of more than 400 faculty and staff.
In March, the Legislature did increase
the university system's budget by $1
million for this year and $2 million for
next year, but these figures aren't nearly
enough to make up for lawmakers' pre-
vious lackluster funding.
This year's budget agreement allo-
cated 75 percent of any surplus toward
tax-relief, but advocates of tax-relief,
want more. If the surplus was unantici-
paated, there is no need for tax-relief
funds beyond that established the bud-
get passed by the Legislature. Law-
makers should leave tax-relief at that.
Others, like Gov. Angus King, would
like the money added to the state's
rainy day fund, used for emergencies,
which stands at about $50 million.
But for years the university sys-
tem has been an extension of the
state's rainy day fund, and for this
reason it's about time that the system
get what it deserves.
A variety of improvements made to
the campus have likely caught the eye
of students. One of the oldest and most
visible buildings on campus, Stevens,
has been given a modern interior, com-
plete with purple-and-white decor. Not
only has the interior been renovated,
much of the building has been re-
roofed. The Bryand Earth Sciences
building is another welcome addition
to campus that all at UMaine should
tour. The building helps bring east cam-
pus closer to the academic area.
Perhaps the most noticeable im-
provement has been the facelift to the
mall. The new blacktop is an attractive
contrast to the lush greenery the mall
proper. But these projects are far from
the only activities undertaken to keep
the UMaine campus up to par. Behind
every landscape and building redesign
are a dozen improvements to make the
campus both safe and functional, from
repaving roads to meeting fire codes to
making buildings handicap accessible.
To commit so much to the care and
upkeep of the university, both on the
part of UMaine administration and stu-
dents, is deserving of another commit-
ment from the people of Maine. This
makes support for November's $10
million bond referendum that would
benefit University of Maine System
campuses extremely important. Of this
amount, $3 million is designated for
Fogler Library, which is having diffi-
culties meeting fire codes and Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act regulations.
At $9.3 million, the Memorial Union
project is the most ambitious building
project the university has yet undertak-
en. Improvements to both the union and
the library have been shown to be nec-
essary. Students are covering one. The
rest of Maine should cover what needs
to be done to the library to keep it open
and functioning properly. Because with-
out a library we are without a university.
The Maine Campus
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• Column
Good songs too often
spin into oblivion
Turn on the radio. Almost any fre-
quency will do. Within minutes, the
strains of one of the four most overplayed
songs in America (Billboard calls them
most popular, but the difference is negli-
gible) will flow from the speakers, wheth-
er they're Boses or Roadmasters.
Station one: "I want something else..."
Station two: "If you could only see the
way she loves me..."
Station three: "I wanna push you
around..."
Station four: "What made us think that
we were wise..."
These four horsemen of the apocalypse
are at work laying waste to the radio dial,
crushing every barrier in their paths.
What makes it so nauseating is that
they know no boundaries. An average ra-
dio listener scanning the dial is forced to
take refuge in a country or adult contem-
porary station to avoid them. Granted,
the Spice Girls may be ambassadors of
evil, but they're more or less contained
on one or two stations.
Not so for the four groups behind these
"classics."
For starters, what kind of messages
are these songs sending? "Push," by
Matchbox 20, is about abuse; "The Fresh-
men," by the Verve Pipe, is about pass-
ing a girl around; "Semi-charmed Life,"
by Third Eye Blind, is about kicking a
heroin addiction with another addiction;
"If You Could See," by Tonic, seems to
be an OK song, but the relationship de-
scribed doesn't seem healthy to the "you"
being addressed.
Beyond those factors, aren't we all sick
of these songs by now? Tuesday night,
one nameless radio station, in the space
of a half an hour, played three of these
four, almost in succession. Who calls in
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to hear these songs? If I were an ounce
more cynical, I might suspect we have an
old-fashioned payola scandal on our
hands.
I realize radio stations use industry
publications like Billboard and Radio and
Records, as well as listener input, to de-
cide which songs will be put into heavy
rotation. I'm not suggesting a better way
to make this decision. What I would sug-
gest eliminating heavy rotation. Period.
How many times has this happened:
You hear a song for the first time on the
radio and think, "Hey, this is pretty good."
Then two weeks later, after hearing that
same song once an hour, you've grown
disenchanted with it and wish it would
just go away.
If you answered "Never," you're a
stronger person than I. My suspicion is
that this happens too often, and radio sta-
tions are a little out of touch with reality.
Too often, good songs are spun into
oblivion by overzealous radio station
heads who think they're turning people
(read: young people with disposable in-
come) on to their station and therefore
their advertisers.
Another possibility is that we as a so-
ciety have lowered our standards. Maybe
we want to hear the same thing over and
over. Maybe we're comfortable if things
don't change. Maybe I'm the one who's
out of touch.
In the spirit of freshness, though, over-
kill should be the exception rather than
the rule. Demand more from a radio sta-
tion. Refuse to have your intelligence in-
sulted by the same mindless songs, good
beat or not.
Derek Rice is the style editor for The
Maine Campus.
Correction
The photos on pages one, three
and four of the Sept. 3 issue of
The Maine Campus were taken
by Kathryn Ritchie, not Dave
Gagne, as indicated.
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Paradise of penises?
I spent half of my summer on
the road, driving my faithful Ford
Pony to Ellsworth and other dis-
tant locales. With little to do but
stare at the never-changing scen-
ery and avoid the leers of con-
struction workers (one of whom I
swear had developed a crush on
me after I passed him for the hun-
dredth time), I turned to the radio
for companionship. I was shocked
at what came out of my speakers
— and it wasn't even from the
angst-ridden alternative music. It
was from the advertisements.
One ad, which ran every day,
promised listeners a front row
seat at the "Battle of the
Breasts," a radio-sponsored wet
day in Hades before that same
radio station ran an ad for a "Pa-
rade of Penises" wet jockey-
shorts contest. It would be an
even cooler day before such a
contest were held, which brings
up a multitude of issues, includ-
ing the major assumption that
only men enjoy ogling women.
(After all, women are too pure
to want to ogle men, right?)
Some women would flock to see
men strut across the stage, damp
jockeys clinging to their thighs.
Why shouldn't they be judged
By Kathryn
Ritchie
T-shirt contest held at a bar (a
very classy bar, I'm sure) every
week. Two breast warriors
would take home cash prizes
each week, with a huge mega-
battle promised at the end of
the summer for all the winners.
Oh, and did I mention the
weekly drink special? Slippery
nipples. Go figure.
Although I found the ad mild-
ly amusing, it would be a cool
for their merchandise the same
way women are?
In a perfect world they would
be, but I guess we all know the
world is far from perfect and
just. But let's try to loosen up
the societal taboos and stereo-
types a little. If radio stations
would like to add the female
anatomy to the ever-expanding
list of acceptable broadcast
words, then, by all means, let's
unveil men's private parts too.
And if that same bar owner
feels the need to invite well-
endowed women in wet cloth-
ing into his bar one night a
week, he should open his doors
to men wanting to strut their
stuff. I do wonder how many
men would answer this chal-
lenge. Though I'm sure the cash
prize and a few drinks prior to
the contests would loosen up a
few people's inhibitions, men
could be a little intimidated by
what cold water, urn, does to
them.. It's not quite as flatter-
ing as what it does to women.
Even still, I'm betting such a
contest would draw quite a crowd.
I'd go just to prove a point.
This all sounds so outrageous
because we as a society are just
not used to it. Men aren't treat-
ed as sex objects as often as
women are. And it's not that
I'm totally in favor of mass
ogling going around between the
sexes, it's just that I don't see it
stopping on the men's behalf.
That's not a slam, it's just a
cultural tradition at this point.
I'd also be in favor of neither
sex showing off their bodies for
the entertainment of others.
What's good for the goose is
good for the gander, as they say.
Kathryn Ritchie is the city ed-
itor for The Maine Campus.
Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free
exchange of ideas among members of the university
community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns should be approximately 600 words.
Submissions should be typed, double-spaced and must include
full name, address and phone number. Anonymous letters will
not be published without a compelling reason.
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Off-season
assumptions
"Stuck in Orono for the
whole summer? Damn, that
must've sucked."
Nearly succumbing to the
temptation to agree, I swal-
lowed my affirmation and took
a little stand.
"Nah, actually, it was prob-
ably the best summer I've ever
had."
"Really? You wouldn't catch
me sticking around here; way
too boring."
As an uplifting segment of
an actual conservation forced
me to realize, Orono is, con-
trary to popular belief, a super-
lative place to spend the warm
months of summer.
Whether you're here to make
ing of eliminating one foul-
smelling auto from the glut of
gas-guzzlers traversing Still-
water Avenue on a daily ba-
sis. Plus, it gave me the
chance to eliminate some of
the health complications a
winter of coffee, ice cream,
beer and insomnia imparts to
one's body.
Besides what's available
right in town, the Orono area
is a superlative jumping off
place for dozens of fun sum-
mer road trips. Baxter State
Park is a possible day trips the
By Paul
Livingstone
up for credits "lost" during the
winter months, or just scraping
by at $5.75 per hour part-time
jobs, if you can stand Orono
during the winter, the summer
is a breeze.
Hoping for an internship in
Massachusetts, I was rather
dreading the prospect of hav-
ing to spend a summer work-
ing in Bangor. As it turns out,
I was Bangor-bound, but I
chose to live in Orono. After a
couple of cookouts, hikes,
road trips and one of the best
courses I had all year, I real-
ized I was not in a cultural
purgatory.
UMaine summer classes are
a wonderful invention. After
the grind of a long semester,
the opportunity to focus on one
thing for a month and leave ev-
erything else at home is refresh-
ing. Plus, the whole atmosphere
of the classroom is relaxed, but
still rigorous.
And where else can one end
a day of class by walking down
to the river and bodysurfing in
the rapids? If your speed is go-
ing to keg parties, bars or
watching cable TV, perhaps a
summer in New Jersey is for
you. But if you like sending
golf balls over the river, $1
movies at Spotlight and the oc-
casional game of baseball,
Orono fits the bill.
One of the most pleasing as-
pects of summer life in the Old
Town/Orono area is the abili-
ty to travel nearly everywhere
via bicycle. Whether to the
store, class or work, the many
bicycle trails ease traffic and
there is nothing like the feel-
coast is 20 away and Canada's
two hours. And for those who
Went, Orono beats almost ev-
eryone for driving time.
There are some do's and
don'ts to the Orono summer
experience, one of the fore-
most being financial. If you
need big bucks and you're not
into computers or engineering,
look elsewhere. But if one is
thrifty and willing to forgo
Borders capuccino or a con-
vertible, starving is not a prob-
lem.
Another don't is living
alone. Unless you're willing
to canvas 'Rita's on a regular
basis or live life on the Inter-
net, people can be hard to come
by. But with roommates, an
occasional get together or even
a bona fide party is workable.
Even better, live in an apart-
ment complex. The heat
doesn't have to work during
the summer and the neighbors
have grown to expect bass
thump on the weekends.
Of the myriad opportuni-
ties summer at UMaine had
to offer me, however, without
question my best memory will
be traveling to Cadillac
Mountain late one evening af-
ter a Dunkin' Donuts run and
witnessing the most exquisite
sunrise I have ever seen. It
only affirmed what I suspect-
ed all along: Orono is not only
a great place to attend class-
es, it's also not a bad place to
live.
Paul Livingstone is a senior
English major and editor in
chief of The Maine Campus.
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Life is difficult, but I'm
durable. I'm able to work hard
day after day.
I can go for weeks without
getting any rewards or pleasures.
I know that this is going to
sound goofy, but I do get a small
satisfaction from being able to buy
a box of pop-up facial tissues
whenever I need to
blow my nose or whatever
quiet, small , clean, soft,
and dry... inexpensive.
I use one and then another
pops up quietly waiting for me...
simple....
not digital, no instruction manual.
My body commits a small
foulness but the tissues help me
and they ask for nothing....
When I find myself feeling
deeply appreciative of my tissue
box by the bed, late at night,
  I know it must've been a
truly rotten week.
'ex=s
Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, September 5
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: The
coming 12 months are all about action, ambition
and achievement. Mars and Jupiter will endow you
with a fighting spirit you will simply refuse to settle
for second best. Channel your aggression into pos-
itive objectives and this could be one of the most
remarkable years of your life.
ARIFS (March 21 - April 19): Something
extremely fortunate will happen to you today but it
may not look that way to begin with. Keep telling
yourself that challenge and opportunity are two sides
of the same coin and before you know it your pros-
pects and your bank balance will look a lot healthier.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A creative idea
can be made to work but only if you have confidence
in yourself If there is even the shadow of a doubt in
your mind colleagues and employees will sense it
and play on your insecurities. Show that you believe
in it and your faith will rub off on others.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): With Mars and
Jupiter forming such a powerful angle you won't be
content to sit back and watch the parade go by you
want to be out there making your mark on the
world. But set yourself specific goals or you will
use up a great deal of time and energy and have
nothing to show for it.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): This is a day
for action, a day to take on the world. Don't worry
too much if you tread on others' toes and certainly
don't apologize. One of your problems is that you
are far too nice and people take advantage of that.
Take advantage of them for a change it's time the
tables were turned.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): This is not a day for
beating around the bush. With Mars and Jupiter
cutting across important angles of your chart you
must be true to your own desires. Partners and
loved ones may, of course, complain but this is your
world as well as theirs.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Don't change a
thing today keep on the path you have been travel-
ling and don't let others' criticism on cynicism
deflect you from your goals. If you are happy with a
certain routine or procedure then it doesn't matter
what others think about it. Listen to what they say,
then do what you want.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Keep your head
down and try not to call attention to yourself today.
There are a number of very angry people about and
it would be wise to keep out of their way. It does not
matter how nicely you say "good morning" their
reply will be aggressive. Play safe and keep your
own counsel.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You will find
yourself up against someone every bit as deter-
mined and stubborn as yourself today. Neither of
you can defeat the other so you might as well not
fight in the first place what's the point? Even if you
would rather not heed this advice, you would be
wise to do so.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): Some-
thing dramatic is going to happen today, something
which has been building up for months, something
you should have seen coming weeks ago. The fact
that it arrives completely out of the blue may tell
you something about your powers of observation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Think
twice about turning your lifestyle upside down to-
day. Then think about it again, just to be on the safe
side. Today's aspects make it easy to make changes
but difficult to change those changes back again if
you find they are not what you wanted. You don't
really have to make them today.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): There are
ways to get what you want without upsetting every-
one who disagrees with you. Unfortunately, to-
day's aspects suggest that your tolerance level is at
an all-time low when it comes to dealing with
certain people. Keep your temper and your head.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't make
such a big deal of your failures. At the very least
they are evidence that you attempted to do some-
thing. Many people never even bother to make the
effort. Today's Mars-Jupiter aspect urges you to
put the past behind you. Tomorrow's success is all
you should be thinking about.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, September 6
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Do you
want to be a big fish in a small pond or a small fish in
a big pond? Once you have answered this question
you should find it relatively easy to set your targets
for the year ahead. If in doubt, go for the latter: at
least you'll have room to grow.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Someone with
whom you work of socialize will be hyper critical
this weekend but you cannot afford to let it worry
you. If it does, you cannot afford to let it show. A
confident approach is a must if you are to open
doors and influence people who can have a positive
effect on your ambitions.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You won't be
happy with superficial answers this weekend. If
something fascinates you, you will want to discover
the truth. Just remember that the truth can be hazard-
ous, especially is you stumble onto something that
the powers that be don't want you to know.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Don't let your
emotions run away with you this weekend. If you
find yourself getting angry or upset then count to 10
and count your blessings. Think of all the people in
the world who are worse off than you. Think of all
the good things you have to look forward to and
your anger will evaporate.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): This could be
a lucky weekend for you it all depends on your
frame of mind. If you believe that fate is being kind
to you then your positive attitude will bring you
luck. If, however, you believe you have had a rotten
deal then your negative attitude will keep luck at
bay. It's entirely up to you.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): If you rush into
something of a financial or business nature this
weekend then you may have to rush out again with
no guarantee you will be able to bring your money
with you. The Sun, your ruler, is not well aspected
at the moment so bide your time and keep a firm
grip on your pocketbook.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): The direct
approach is often the best, so come right out and ask
someone why they are behaving out of character.
Don't push it if they don't want to talk about what is
obviously a touch subject but let them know they
can approach you at any time. That time may come
sooner than you think.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): There is not much
point planning your schedule in any great depth this
weekend. Unexpected events will throw your plans
into confusion if you try to be too rigid. You may
think that certain things are urgent but if they were
that important you would probably have done them
already.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Partners and
loved ones may be rather touchy this weekend and,
to be honest, there isn't much you can do about it.
For your own peace of mind you should keep your
distance wherever you can. Misery may love com-
pany but no one says it's you who has to provide it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): The Sun
in Virgo makes you ultra serious. You worry about
your career, your age and the state of the ozone
layer. Jupiter in Aquarius makes you want to go
out, have fun and forget your problems. Only you
can decide which path to follow.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19): Insist on the
facts this weekend. What others believe is irrelevant
and, quite possibly, inaccurate. If you don't get the
facts, don't make a decision. Actually, if you wait
until Mercury turns direct on the 10th you can find the
facts out for yourself. And that's a fact.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Keep you
good ideas to yourself this weekend, especially if
they are the kind of ideas you cannot follow up
immediately. Not everyone is as ethical as you and
if you let slip something interesting you may find
you have been beaten to the draw and that could be
financially costly.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): The message
of your solar chart this weekend is that you have
gotten hold of the wrong end of the stick where an
affair of the heart is concerned. Your fears and
suspicions are completely unfounded and if you act
on them you are asking for trouble. No one is
keeping anything from you.
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ACROSS
i Free ticket
3 Watercress unit
10 Throw off
14 Neighborhood
s Fraternity ---
is Fast feline
17 Cheery tune
is Bewildered
19 Kind of rain
20 1980 Neil
Diamond hit
Walla
24 Barker and
Kettle, e.g.
25 "Siddhartha"
author
27- car
29 Injure
32 Nickname
33 Creature caught
only by a virgin
maiden
36 Prefix with
-gramme
37 Secret
competitor
40 Beam
41 Liqueur flavoring
42 Kind of stock:
Abbr.
43 Sunrise
direction, in
Sonora
44 Pre-Revolution
leaders
46 Solo in Berlioz's
"Harold in Italy"
so D'Amato or
Dodd: Abbr.
52 Formerly
53 1978 Oscar-
winning prison
documentary
58 Pessimist's
comments
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58 Monastery figure
99 Rendezvous
6i Change for a ten
62 Argentine dance
63 Wings
64 About
ss Product of
Bethlehem
IN Basketball's
Archibald
DOWN
Telemarketer
2Baimorebird
3 Litigator Belk
4 Toast topping
5 Alexander,
formerly of "60
Minutes"
9"Designing
Women" co-star
7 Hurry
s Words of
understanding
Trucker's choice
Part of NASA
Snake oil
salesman
Go-between
June honoree
Saudi neighbor
Physicist Georg
Bruised item
Not go straight
Guts
Lincoln Center
subject
Memo starter
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Puzzle by Elizabeth C. Gorski
34 Lupino and
others
35 Copper
34 Tacks on
37 Masons,
coopers and the
like
39 Glance
311 Big insurance
carrier
40 N.J.'s Whitman,
e.g.
43 Pitcher part
46 Bassett of
"Waiting to
Exhale"
46 Warm up, as
leftovers
47 Living room
piece
49 Rancher's rope
SO Put on
51 Flynn ot film
54 Newts
55 "Phooey!"
56 Kind of curve, in
math
57 '----- old
cowhand...
sa Constrictor
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3083 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-728-3036.
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Style and the Arts 
• At Carnegie
Museum exhibits serve as elegy, reveal trauma
The University of Maine Museum of
Art hopes to give visitors an understand-
ing of the horrors of a nuclear blast and
an appreciation for the complexities and
symbolism of 20th century German art
through a pair of exhibits currently show-
ing.
"Secular Light" will present a dra-
matic series of paintings on canvas that
surround the viewer with a split-second
visualization of a home ravaged by
a nuclear test bomb. It will
run through Sept. 28.
The 17-painting
display, by Robert
Beckmann, was
inspired by 1953
footage of atom-
ic blast in the
desert north of
Las Vegas. The
original footage
covered only two-
and-a-third seconds.
Beckmann first saw the film
as a boy in Philadelphia in the 1950s.
Forty years later, he chose to freeze 17 of
the 55 frames of the film in thickly lay-
ered oil paintings.
Museum director Wally Mason said
the paintings, when viewed as a whole,
create a haunting elegy for a suburban
home sacrificed to the bomb. The series
is a documentary reflecting the fragility
of our social contract, our morality and a
possible pyrocatharsis.
The other exhibit featured at the mu-
seum is "Circumstance and Intuition: Ger-
man Works on Paper." It presents a sur-
vey of works on paper by German artists
during the 20th century from the muse-
um's permanent collection. Artists rep-
resented include George Grosz, Kathe
Kollowitz and Emil Nolde.
Much of the art created in Germany
during this century has found its most
powerful voice and characteristic form
through the medium of prints.
The reason for this con-
centration on print-
making are many:
• The artist inter-
est communi-
cating with the
general public
through multi-
ple originals as
well as an identification
with an early German
printmaking tradition,
from rough woodcuts to
the works of Albrecht Durer.
Mason said he believes the works
will reveal the trauma Germans felt as
they struggled to come e to terms with
their country's roles in World War I,
World War II and the Holocaust.
"Circumstance and Intuition" will run
through Nov. 22.
The museum will host a public recep-
tion to celebrate the two exhibits on Fri-
day, Sept. 12, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. The
event will be held in Carnage Hall. The
public is invited to attend.
For more information, call Jen Bouch-
er at the museum at 581-3255.
"Frau Met Augslostem Haar (Woman with Loosened Hair)" (1913)
Schmedt-Rottluff (1884-1976) is part of the new exhibit at Carnegie
(John Langille Photo.)
by Karl
Gallery.
• Stop the insanity
The confessions of a closet shopaholic
By Erin Tucker
Maine Campus staff
I have a problem. It's a problem a lot
of people tend to suffer from: Excessive,
senseless shopping.
My problem with shopping is that I do
it too much and too often. My one (al-
most maxed-out) credit card, which is
now cut up, I might add, can vouch for
this.
Because I am a shopaholic not only do
my finances suffer but so does my closet.
I have no room to store the masses of
clothes that I have acquired on my nu-
merous shopping trips to North Conway,
Freeport or Kittery with my mum or my
best friend.
Unfortunately, I also have a problem
when it comes to parting with articles of
clothing. It's like they hold some sort of
sentimental value for me. Some things I
can understand keeping — like my simple
bias-cut prom dress, which I will be able
to wear again at some point — but keeping
a Thornton Academy girl tennis T-shirt
for more than four years should be a
crime.
My neuroses have prompted me to
come up with a few rules to keep my
ever-expanding wardrobe from taking
over what little living space I have left in
my apartment.
Rule No. 1: Don't buy clothes just
because they're on sale. That $10 skirt
will do you no good if it doesn't fit.
Rule No. 2: For every new article of
clothing that you purchase give one piece
up. I know it's hard, but just remember:
Fewer clothes equals more sleep.
Rule No. 3: Don't buy on impulse.
This my biggest problem. Sorry to say,
but the best way to beat this is by not
bringing money or a credit card with you
when you shop. Then you actually have
to think about your purchase instead of
just handing over the plastic.
If you already have a closet like mine
and want to simplify your life, there are
plenty of things you can do with your
unwanted clothes.
Give them to Goodwill or the Salva-
tion Army. These are both located in
Bangor.
If you need a little extra money, you
could bring your clothes to a thrift shop.
American Retro and Repeat Performance
are both located in downtown Bangor.
You should call first for commission rates
and the hours when they accept clothes.
Last but not least you could have a
party. Invite all your friends and tell
them each to bring an unwanted article of
clothing that is still in great condition.
Then throw numbers into a hat and who-
ever gets No. 1 gets to chose which piece
they will go home with first and so on.
Remember: One person's trash is another
person's treasure.
In a perfect world, we would all be
able to buy all the clothes we wanted and
not have to worry about where to put
them once we got them home. This, how-
ever, is not a perfect world.
• Cash or credit?
Pizza Hut to take plastic
NEW YORK (AP) — Hungry for piz-
za but short of cash and stuck at home?
Pizza Hut is going to let you charge it.
The nation's biggest pizza chain said
Wednesday that all company-owned out-
lets will accept most major credit cards
by the middle of this month — including
the use of cards to pay for home deliver-
ies.
The Dallas-based chain, the first to
take credit cards nationally, is investing
$3 million in phone lines and card verifi-
cation equipment.
Its biggest rival, Domino's Pizza, has
similar capabilities in more than a third
of its company-owned stores and hopes
to expand to all company-held outlets by
the end of next year.
Franchisees of both chains are not
bound by the company plans, however.
About 45 percent of Pizza Huts and 84
percent of Domino's restaurants are
owned by franchisees.
Both chains say taking credit cards
make it more convenient for customers
while making drivers a less-tempting tar-
get for robbers since they will carry little
or no cash on such deliveries.
"You are seeing more and more
card acceptance and tests at fast-food
places," said Chris Theoharides, who
heads Advantage Consulting Group
Inc. that advises companies on pay-
ment systems.
Pizza Hut began equipping its 4,200
company-owned restaurants to take credit
cards a year ago and estimates 80 percent
of its stores already take cards. The rest
are expected to be ready by Sept. 14.
Franchisees own another 3,500 Pizza
Hut outlets. The company said 85 per-
cent of those stores either take credit
See PIZZA on page 11
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• CD eview
Williams growing quickly, gaining new fans
By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
The end of the summer brings many
emotions to mind, as the season's end marks
the return to classes and the impending
winds of autumn. It is this period of the year
that Dar Williams' new release, "The End of
the Summer," takes much of its influences
from.
Williams' current release is her third on
Razor and Tie, a small independent label
based in New York. Razor and Tie has begun
its largest marketing campaign to try bring
Williams from a largely folk-influenced fan
base into a larger mainstream audience.
The album hardly needs much market-
ing, as the release is constructed like a well-
made quilt, each song is a well-crafted piece,
that together is a strong and wonderful work
of art that will endure.
Williams says she tried to make this
album with a much more pop influence, and
qualifies her new album as a departure from
her two earlier album.
Her last album, "Mortal City," was a
masterpiece in folk music. Williams toured
extensively for the album.
Alone with only her acoustic guitar, she
captivated many small theaters and folk
venues with songs such as haunting "The
Ocean," the soul-wrenching ballad "Mortal
City" and the traveling song "Iowa."
With this new album, Williams has not
abandoned her folk roots. She has evolved
and grown on "The End of the Summer."
She has crafted a remarkably contemporary
group of songs. In a recent interview she
said, "I write my songs like people make
junk sculptures, little piece by little piece, a
bit here, a chunk there."
Williams also has made attempts to ex-
pose her fans to much of her music as it is
formed. Much of her recent album was per-
formed almost a year ago at a concert in
Lewiston Junior High.
Many of her songs on the new album are
like pages torn from a private diary, as if a
paparazzi had stolen them: Yet a diary many
people could relate to.
Dar has progressed lyrically and tnusi-
cally from her first album "The Honesty
Room" in 1995, which had the hit "When I
was a boy". Dar had an instant following as
word of mouth spread in folk circles and
over the Internet.
Dar has attracted a strong following in
New England, a direct result of her residing
in Northampton, Mass. Even though she
tours constantly throughout the New En-
gland area, tickets for her shows in the
Boston area are a precious commodity.
Dar Williams has grown from playing
coffee houses in Brandeis in 1991, support-
ing her indie cassette release to 50 students, to
accompanying Joan Baez on a couple of
songs at this years Newport Folk Festival.
With all of this exposure, Dar is on the brink
of mainstream success.
Dar recently added a concert in Portland
to her long list of tour dates for the rest of the
year. She will play the State Street Church
on Sept. 20. Tickets are available at all
Strawberries Record outlets in Maine.
A multitude of information can also be
found on the Internet, with many Web sites
devoted to her. The "official" web site (which
NEVER seems to work) is available at http:/
/www.pobox.com/—dar . A secondary ad-
dress is also available at http://
www.panix.com/—tneff/dar/.
Pizza from page 10
cards or are planning to do so by October.
Customers order by phone and give
their credit card number. The food is
delivered, along with a receipt that the
customer adds up and signs. The driver
then brings the signed receipt back to the
store.
Spokesman Jay Allison said stores
have found the fees they must pay to
Make a
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life after death.
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This space provided as a public service
credit card issuers are more than offset
by the business and lower losses due to
bad checks.
Pizza Hut is the leader in the nation's
$25 billion pizza market with about $5.1
billion, or 20 percent, of last year's sales.
Market researcher Technomic says Domi-
no's is second with $2.25 billion followed
by Little Caesar's with $1.8 billion.
Dar Williams delivers on her latest album. (Courtesy Photo.)
Open
your mind
You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine CampusUMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
Margarita's and El Cheepos
WELCOME BACK PARTIES
Fri. Sept. 5th, SACRED ONION
Sat. Sept. 6th, Rick GlencroSS
Wed. Sept. 10th, Dance Party With D.J. Barry Lord
Thurs. Sept. 11th, Arizona Recording Artists:
ATOMIC FROG
Fri. Sept. tzth, LIQUID DREAM'S CD Release Party
Sat. Sept 13th, Rock with MOTORPLANT
And at Margarita's...
Wednesdays: Student I.D. Nite, $2 Margs, 2 for 1 Dinners.
Thursdays: Ladies Nite in the Lounge, 40% off Food, Drink Specials.
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• Miss America
There she is, at the slot machines
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) —Miss
America officials, who have said "No
dice" to contestants for 19 years, are
gambling with the pageant's girl-next-
door image this year.
For the first time since casinos opened
here in 1978, contestants who are 21 or
older can enter them and gamble. They
still can't smoke in public or drink alco-
hol, but they can shoot craps, play black
jack or try their hand at poker and dozens
of other games.
"These are young women. They're
not babies. And we are not their par-
ents," said Leonard C. Horn, the pag-
eant's chief executive officer. "What they
do in their private lives is their busi-
ness."
The contestants arrived in Atlantic
City on Monday to begin preparing for
the televised pageant on Sept. 13.
The new rule, which was made with-
1.
out the approval of the Miss America
Organization's board of directors, was
not announced with this year's other
changes or discussed by pageant offi-
cials.
But it turned up in the contestant guide-
lines section of the pageant's schedule
book: "Rule No. 10 - No contestant un-
der 21 may enter a casino or participate in
any gambling activity."
"I'm glad to see they did it. It's a
recognition that gambling is not some
evil force out there," said Diane Lege-
ide, vice chairman of the New Jersey
Casino Control Commission, which reg-
ulates the 12 Atlantic City casinos.
The change should improve the some-
times uneasy alliance between Atlantic
City's original claim to fame and its cur-
rent one.
Casino hotels provide free rooms for
pageant contestants and their chaperones
during the two-week buildup to the pag-
eant finals. But casino industry types
have grumbled about what one called the
pageant's "holier than thou attitude."
"I'm glad to see they're finally loos-
ening up. It makes sense," said Claridge
Casino Hotel spokesman Glenn Lillie.
"The pageant is a longtime Atlantic City
tradition and we're quickly becoming
one. It's only healthy the two should
intelligently cooperate."
Not everyone thinks so.
Edward Looney, executive director of
the New Jersey Council on Compulsive
Gambling, said the sight of Miss Ameri-
ca contestants in casinos would soil the
pageant's image and effectively tell young
people that gambling is a wholesome
activity.
"It will be, 'Look, there's Miss Amer-
ica coming out of such and such gam-
bling establishment.' It is not the image
PRINcIPI,ES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING
OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
When it comes to planning a comfort-able future, over 1.8 million of
America's best and brightest count on
TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,
we're the world's largest retirement
company, the nation's leader in customer
satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice
of people in education, research and
related fields*
The reason? For nearly 80 years,
TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent
solutions to America's long-term planning
needs. We pioneered portable benefits.
We invented the variable annuity and
helped popularize the very concept of
stock investing for retirement planning.
Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers
an impressive range of ways to help you
create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated
Traditional Annuity** to the additional
growth opportunities of our variable invest-
ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and
diversity you need to help you meet your
long-term goals. And they're all backed by
some of the most knowledgeable investment
managers in the industry.
To learn more about the world's pre-
mier retirement organization, speak to one
of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776
(8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak
to one of your colleagues. Find out why,
when it comes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.
Visit us on the Internet at vvww.tiaa-cref.org
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.-
°Rased on a survey conducted in 1995 by an independent organization in which 96% of respondents expressed overall satisfaction with TIAA-CREF.
**TIAA is one of only a handful of companies that currently hold the highest marks from the nation's leading independent rating agencies for stability,
sound investments, claims-paying ability, and overall financial strength: Ace (Superior), A.M. Best Co.; AAA, Duff & Phelps; Aaa, Moody's Investors
Service; AAA, Standard and Poor's. T1AA's guarantees are backed by its claims-paying ability. These ratings of TIAA as an insurance company do not
apply to CREF CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, inc. For more complete information, including
charges and expenses, call I NO 842-2733, extension 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
we want for young America," Looney
said.
Of this year's 51 contestants, 32 are
old enough to gamble in New Jersey.
Several said Tuesday they didn't plan to,
though.
"I'm not a big gambler, because I
don't have much money to lose," said
Miss Rhode Island Kelly Jo Roarke.
"Maybe if we had a little extra free time,
I'd play a couple quarters. But it's not a
priority."
Said Miss Montana Kristen Garlock:
"It's not my thing. I don't understand a
lot of the games anyway."
• People
Stewart
leaves
legacy
FORT SIMPSON, Northwest Territo-
ries (AP) — First parachuting, now news-
papering.
George Bush continued to expand his
repertoire Thursday when the Deh Cho
Drum newspaper, circulation 1,200, print-
ed a guest column by the former presi-
dent on fishing for arctic char in rural
Canada.
Bush wrote the column at the request
of Drum editor Arthur Milnes, who ex-
pected to receive little more than a polite
rejection.
"I couldn't believe it when I saw it on
the fax machine," Milnes said. "Then I
nearly fell off my chair when I phoned
the number on the fax to thank the pres-
ident for taking the time and they put me
right through to him."
INDIANA, Pa. (AP) — Jimmy Stew-
art, the very embodiment of small-town
values on the big screen, has given some-
thing back to his hometown.
Stewart, who died July 2 at age 89,
left $375,000 to the Greater Indiana En-
dowment to use however it likes.
"Just as Jimmy Stewart will live on
in his great films, so will his legacy live
on, doing substantial good in Indiana
year after year," said the Rev. Allan
Campbell, chief executive of the en-
dowment.
Stewart quietly donated $20,000 in
1991 to help start the endowment, which
distributes about $15,000 a year to home-
less shelters, recreation programs and
various other causes in Indiana.
NEW YORK (AP) — Forgive Micha-
el J. Fox if he looked right at home at City
Hall. He is, after all, the deputy mayor.
"We're doing a good job," Fox, who
plays the deputy mayor of New York on
the ABC series "Spin City," told real-
life Mayor Rudolph Giuliani on Wednes-
day.
"I'll put you in for a raise," the may-
or replied.
Fox joined several other celebrities,
including Armand Assante and Sherry
Stringfield, at City Hall to receive their
Emmy nomination certificates. The
awards ceremony is Sept. 14.
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• Football
Season opener to kick off for Maine
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
It has been circled on the calendar for
294 days, and tomorrow is the time for
the meal to be brought to the table as the
Black Bear football team heads to Rhode
Island for its season opener against the
Rams.
"There is a high anxiety level for the
first game, along with a great anticipa-
tion," head coach Jack Cosgrove said.
"We're excited to get going and I'm ex-
cited to see our team perform."
UMaine and Rhode Island had oppo-
site years last season, as the Bears climbed
one more step up the ladder of respect-
ability with a 7-4 mark and the Rams
slipped to 4-7 after a successful cam-
paign in 1995 when they won the New
England Division.
"Rhode Island experienced something
last year what we did the year before,"
Cosgrove said. "They had great optimism
last year, but they didn't have as good of
a year. That just points out how close this
conference is."
UMaine had its way with Rhode Is-
land last season, rolling to a 58-19 win in
Orono last September.
Rhode Island head coach Floyd Kei-
th said that game is out of his memory
and he expects a much different game
this weekend.
Tailback Trey Johnson finds an opening during last night's practice. Johnson will
split the duties in the backfield with Burt Rich on Saturday. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
"That game is flushed down a big
porcelain toilet. It's opening day for both
of us in the Atlantic 10 now, and I expect
a game with a lot of emotion.
"If I've learned anything from coach-
ing, it's that you don't know what to
expect in an opener."
Last season, UMaine tailbacks An-
dre Pam and Bob Jameson torched the
Rams for a combined for 277 yards
and five of UMaine's eight touch-
downs.
However, Pam and Jameson have
since graduated and Cosgrove has his
eyes set on a new look in the back field.
"We need to find some things on of-
fense because we have some areas where
we're replacing people," Cosgrove said.
"Our game experience is lacking at the
tackles and lacking at running back."
In the last few years, Cosgrove has
primarily gone with a tandem operating
in the backfield, with each player hav-
ing his own role for certain game situa-
tions.
"We need to have a situation like we've
had here for the past two years," Cos-
grove said. "Both Pam and Jameson gave
us something that we will be very fortu-
nate to ever have again."
Former cornerback Bert Rich and Ci-
cero, N.Y., native Trey Johnson are ex-
pected to carry the load this season.
"We're lining up some talented kids
back there," Cosgrove said. "However, _
we don't know what (Rich and Johnson)
will give us until they do it on a Satur-
day."
Despite lingering questions in the
backfield, the Black Bears' defense re-
mains one of their strongest areas. When
former University of Kentucky quarter-
back Billy Jack Haskins takes the field
for Rhode Island Saturday, the Bears'
defense will be tested early.
Haskins has thrown for more than
2,000 yards in his career for the Wildcats
of Kentucky. His big-game resume in-
cludes SEC powers Tennessee and last
year's NCAA champion Florida Gators.
See FOOTBAll ON PAGE 14
• Field hockey
Lady Friars edge Black Bears
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
When the University of Maine played
Providence College last season, the con-
test went to overtime, with Annie Elkan-
ich's third goal of the day pulling out a
victory for the Black Bears.
Wednesday afternoon's rematch in
Providence went through 70 minutes of
regulation, 30 minutes of sudden death
overtime and two rounds of penalty
strokes before the Friars pulled out a 2-1
win.
Both teams hit on four of five shots in
the first penalty stroke phase, sending the
game to another round. The Friars (1-0)
then outscored Maine 3-2 to win.
UMaine forward Becky Blue opened
the scoring in the contest with an unas-
sisted goal with less than two minutes
remaining in the first half. However, Prov-
idence got the equalizer when Erica He-
bert took a feed from Paula Wagner and
Jenn D' Amore and put it past Cindy Botett
with 13 seconds remaining.
After a scoreless second half, the
game went into its first overtime peri-
od. Providence outshot the Black Bears
4-0 in the frame, but Botett stopped all
four to send the contest into its second
OT.
After the second overtime couldn't
produce a winner, the game had to be
decided by penalty shots.
Botett made 17 saves for the Bears,
and Friar goalie Andrea Weyl stopped
eight shots for Providence.
Weekend Games: UMaine opens its
1997 home schedule Saturday at 1 p.m.
against Colgate. Coach Terry Kix's club
opened against the Red Raiders last sea-
son in New York, winning 5-0 on goals
from current players Heidi Spurling, De-
dra DeLilli, Becky Blue and Jeni Turn-
er.
The Bears will then play Davis and
Elkin College at Holy Cross University
Sunday afternoon before opening a sev-
en-game homestand the following week-
end.
Secret Weapons?: Besides returning
DeLilli, Turner, Karen Hebert and other
veterans, UMaine has a slew of players
who played little in 1996 because of in-
experience or injuries.
Debbie Akerley, Lisa Curtis, Christi-
na Hedges, Jana Mailman and Katte Math-
ias all played either six games or fewer
last season, and could supplement the
scoring and defensive void left by Elkan-
ich and Dawn Porter.
However, it may be seniors Kacy
Strout and Jana Hanson who have the
most to prove this season. Both were due
to end their careers last year, but they
received medical redshirts because of
knee injuries.
See FIELD HOCKEY on page 15
Head Coach Terry Kix talks to her players during practice. The Lady Bears open
their home schedule tomorrow. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
F OM THE DEN
The UMaine field hockey
team became the first in the
state to win three consecutive
state titles, from 1979 to 1981.
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Football from page 13
"Rhode Island has a profound change
in their quarterback situation," Cosgrove
said. "They have a guy who is a Division
I-A player who is coming in to run their
offense, so we have that concern."
Coach Keith is confident in his of-
fense and said his Rams will have to
prevent UMaine' s offense from clicking
on all cylinders to be successful.
"Potentially, we have enough weap-
ons on our offense to be productive,"
Keith said. "Both teams need to play
sound offensively, and we really have to
minimize the big play from Maine."
Despite running up 58 points against
Rhode Island last year, Cosgrove expects
a much tougher defense to be thrown at
his Bears this weekend.
"I think URI is going to present a real
good defensive situation to us," Cos-
grove said. "They have an outstanding
group of linebackers we're worried about,
including (Frank) Ferrara. He's an out-
standing pass rusher."
Ferrara led the conference in sacks
last year with 13 and the Brooklyn, N.Y.,
native was a second-team all-conference
linebacker.
The series between the two schools
dates back to 1911, with the Black Bears
holding a 43-30-3 edge. The last time
UMaine traveled to Kingston, R.I. — 1995
URI head coach Floyd Kieth. (Cour-
tesy Photo.)
— the Bears lost 17-13.
As the season opens for the Black
Bears, the book on last year's successful
season closes. The unknowns of this year
become clearer.
"Winning the first game can set a great
tone for the rest of the season," Cosgrove
said. "Sometimes too much is placed on
the first game, but obviously we're going
in there thinking about winning."
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart gra
Association ‘tr
• Column
MLB heads down stretch
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
The last month of the 1997 Major
League Baseball season is jam-packed
with rich playoff scenarios and personal
achievements.
In the American League, nothing is
se,t in stone as seven teams fight it out for
the three division titles and one wild card
spot.
The AL East has the immortal Cal
Ripken and his Baltimore Orioles in com-
mand over last year's World Series cham-
pion New York Yankees by six games.
The Yankees lead the wild card race.
In the AL Central, the front-running
Cleveland Indians, led by David Justice,
are being chased by the Milwaukee Brew-
ers, who are just three games back, and
the Chicago White Sox, who are still in
the hunt at five back.
How the AL West will be won could
depend on three scenarios: the health of
Randy Johnson, Ken Griffey Jr.'s bat and
whether the California Angels can find
win consistently this month. Still, the
Angels find themselves just two games
back of Johnson and Griffey's Seattle
Mariners.
The National League is no slouch ei-
ther. All three division races are on fire
as positioning for spots in October be-
gins.
For most of the season the Atlanta
BE A LEADER IN A HIGH TECH FIELD.
While signing up for your high
tech courses, sign up for Army
ROTC too. ROTC is a college
elective that develops in
talented students the skills
and confidence to lead and
become officers in today's
all I-
S 10
OZ4InTO
Army. An Army that's on the
cutting edge of high technol-
ogy. ROTC provides hands-o:.
leadership training. Valu-
able training that prepares
you for a military or a
civilian career.
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Rm. 114, Armory, Memorial Gym Field House
or call 581-1121
Braves have controlled the NL East. How-
ever, the Florida Marlins, baseball's high-
est paid team, have practically bought a
spot in the postseason.
The Marlins have played a great stretch
of baseball since the All-star break and
remain just two games behind the de-
fending NL champions. At nine games
behind, the New York Mets will continue
to look for the wild card birth.
The NL Central is perhaps the most
intriguing division in baseball. Not only
are the St. Louis Cardinals just six games
behind the first-place Houston Astros,
they are nine games under 500. and have
a chance at the wild card.
The acquisition of Mark McGwire for
the pennant race gives the Cards some
hope heading into the stretch.
The real story in the division, and
probably the whole league, is the out-
standing play of baseball's most under-
paid team, the Pittsburgh Pirates. With a
payroll of just over $9 million this season
— or the cost of having Griffey or Greg
Maddux — the Pirates are just two games
out of the race.
Out West, the Los Angeles Dodgers
hold a slim, one-game lead over Barry
Bonds and the San Francisco Giants. The
Colorado Rockies, who lead the majors
in home runs, will try to bash their way
into the postseason via the wild card.
They are eight games back.
There has been a tremendous amount
of personal comebacks and achievements
this season to go with the outstanding
division play.
How about Roger Clemens ?The Rock-
et hasn't had a 20-win season since 1990,
when he collected his third Cy Young
award. This season, Clemens leads the
AL in ERA (1.92), wins (20), and stands
as the front-runner to take home his fourth
Cy Young.
The usual suspects are contenders for
the AL Most Valuable Player award.
Griffey leads the majors with 46 homers
and 126 RBIs. Frank Thomas is close to
winning his third MVP. He leads the AL
in batting and has 29 homers and 108
RBIs.
What about the courage of Orioles
outfielder Eric Davis, currently undergo-
ing chemotherapy? He has found the
strength to be with his teammates at each
game as they make their final push to-
ward the postseason.
What a treat Tony Gwynn and Larry
Walker have given us for most of this
season. Both were batting .400 or better
at the All-star break and now are in the
.370s. But who cares? It's always inter-
esting to keep an eye on Walker, who
doesn't belong in a batting race in the
first place, but is aided by hitter-friendly
Coors Field.
These scenarios just prove that base-
ball is as unpredictable and as full of
drama as any other sport. It proves that
anything can happen and does in base-
ball. So sit back and enjoy the stretch.
WASTED
YOUTIL
Imminr• :I
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES wap
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Field hockey from page 12
Strout will look to return to her 1995
form, when she was the second leading
scorer on the team, with nine goals for 18
points. Since appearing in a career-high
21 games in 1994, Hanson has been bit-
ten hard by the injury bug. A hamstring
injury limited the Canadian midfielder to
just two games in 1995, and last season's
knee injury allowed her to appear in just
five games. If Strout and Hanson stay
healthy and produce, it will be a huge
boost to the UMaine bench.
Maine vs. Mass: If any teams gave
UMaine fits in 1996, they were North-
eastern, Boston University and Boston
College. While BU and BC both won by
scores of 2-0 and 2-1, respectively, the
Huskies really had the Black Bears' num-
ber.
UMaine dropped back-to-back games
to NU, the second a 3-0 loss in the Amer-
ica East tournament. The Black Bears are
0-8-1 in their last nine games against the
Huskies. Kix is looking forward to the
day in 1998 when her squad will make its
debut on its own artificial turf like North-
eastern's complex.
"I think they have a little bit of an
advantage when they get to practice on
that turf facility every day," Kix; said.
"However, we try to make up for that
with hard work, practice at a tremendous
intensity and try to outrun them and out
hustle them."
UMaine meets the Terriers of BU on
Sept. 24 at home, with the showdown
with Northeastern scheduled in Boston
on Nov. 1.
• Women's soccer
Maine to face all power
By Lindsey Smith
Special to the Campus
The road doesn't get any easier for the
Bears as they head to North Carolina for a
weekend series with High Point University
and 23rd ranked Wake Forest.
"Wake Forest is an athletic, strong and
talented team, "head coach Dave Patterson
said. "I know it will be a challenge, but
we're not intimidated."
After being shut out by Big East power
Syracuse and Central Connecticut State
last weekend, Patterson knows his team
will need to generate some offense to be
successful.
"We need to move the ball from the
midfield to the forward line and finish our
opportunities," Patterson said.
To find the back of the net, Patterson
said he is relying on a well-balanced of-
fense to lead the attack.
"Kelly Stubbs, Carolyn Fotiu and Nikki
Reed will be the keys to the offense,"
Patterson said. "They should have a lot of
chances, but it is important for them to
finish."
In goal for the Bears will be freshman
Karyn McMullin, who will have the task of
shutting down a tenacious Wake Forest
offense.
"Our defense is good," McMullin said.
"The team is positive. We want to play our
hardest and steal a win."
McMullin said the Bears have been
working on all areas of the game to im-
prove on last weekend, and prepare for the
schools ahead.
"We have been working on defending
corners and starting the offensive attack,"
McMullin said.
On Saturday Maine will go against
former Division II school High Point Uni-
versity of North Carolina, which just moved
to Division I.
UMaine, picked eighth in the preseason
coaches' poll in the America East confer-
ence, will be looking toward its youth move-
ment to help the program grow. With just
four seniors on the team UMaine has been
going through some early season nervous-
ness, as nine of 26 players are freshmen.
"The team is very young and hasn't
played at all at this level," Patterson said.
As the Bears head for the showdown
with national power Wake Forest this week-
end, the players remain optimistic about
their chances.
"We want to show that we can compete at
that level," Patterson said. "We are going
down there to play hard and are hoping for the
best results."
Fall activities in Rec Sports
From Staff Reports
Recreational Sports has announced
its upcoming events and deadlines for
applications.
Applications for men's and wom-
en's soccer, men's and women's ten-
nis and coed softball must be turned in
by Sept. 10. Men's flag football appli-
cations are due Sept. 15.
Women's field hockey applications
are due Sept. 17, and the men's and
women's inner tube water polo appli-
cations are due Sept. 24.
Applications for the Black Bear tri-
athlon (running, bicycling and swim-
ming) are due Oct. 3.
Applications can be picked up in
the Recreational Sports office, 140 Me-
morial Gym. For additional informa-
tion or questions, call the Recreational
Sports office at 581-1081.
00' Hidden Meadows Golf Course
9 Hole Public Golf Course in Old Town
miles from UM)
Fall 1997 Hours:
Thurs. - Sun
(including holidays)
7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
(Closed Mon - Wed)
rmo
Rates
S7.00 and $12.00
Directions From UM:
1-95 No. to Exit 52,
Turn Left on Route 43,
1/4 mile on the Left.
WELCOME BACK!
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
Serving the University of Maine
Concord Trailways, one of northern New England's largest inter-
city bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop service
from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop service from
Portland to downtown Boston and Logan International Airport.
There's daily roundtrip service from the University of Maine in
Orono with additional service Fridays and Sundays!
Rid* from campus.
Concord Trailways stops
behind the Maine Bear at the
front entrance to the gym on
Gym drive. No reservations
*-1 necessary.
Tho comforts of jot
travol for a fraction
of th• cost. The things
you like best about flying are
here...fast travel time, a movie,
choice of music channels, big comfort-
able seats, climate control and even a snack.
In the heart of Boston, the modern Concord
Trailways Station is located in the business
district at the New South Station Multi
Modal Transportation Facility, which
includes AMTRAK. There's also a "T"
Station with service to most colleges
and universities.
Riding Concord Trailways Is as fast as your car
and costs loss. The student fare from Bangor to Boston
(with I.D.) Is just $49.95 roundtripl Or travel from Bangor to
Portland for just $30 roundtrip (with I.D.) And, it's just 2 1/4
hours to Portland from Bangor, or 4 1/4 hours to Boston.
Instead of fighting traffic, you can read, study, or just relax.
Can WO holier Questions? Call Concord Trailways Toll Free
at 1-800-639-3317 seven days a week from 7:00 am to
6:30 pm. From the Bangor area call (207) 945-4000
Univ. of Maine - Bangor, ME - Portland, ME - Boston, MA - Logan Airport, MA
SOUTHBOUND
Daily
,
Daily Daily
Friday
and
Sunday
Iv Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.)
Lv Bangor, ME
Air Portland, ME
Air Boston, MA
Air Logan Airport, MA
—
7:15 am
9:25 am
11:25 am
11:45 am
10:45 am
11:15 am
1:25 pm
3:25 pm
3:45 pm
—
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm
2:45 pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:46 pm
Logan Airport, MA - Boston, MA- Portland, ME - Bangor, ME - Univ. of Maine
NORTH BOUND
Daily
Fnday
and
Sundry
_
Daily Daily
Sunday
Only
Lv Logan Airport, MA
Lv Boston, MA
Lv Portland, ME
Air Bangor, ME
ArrOrono,ME (Univ. of ME)
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
2:15 pm
—
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
(D) 2:15 pm
(Di 2:45 pm
1:15 pm
2:15 pm
4:15 pm
(D) 6:30 pm
(DI 7:00 pm
5:15 Pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
10:30 pm
—
5:15 Pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
(0)10:30 pm
(0)10:50 pm
(0)- Discharge Passengers only.
Timetable effective September 4, 1996
WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
Tickets Available On Campus At:
HE WINS / Carlson Travel Network 
Book Store Memorial Union • 581-1400
16 The Maine Campus, Friday, September 5, 1997
Going for the end zone
Wide receiver Rarneek Wright heads upfield in a scrimmage. The Bears open
the season tomorrow. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
• Paying their respects
Soccer players to pass up
qualifier to attend funeral
GLASGOW, Scotland (AP) — Three
key players on Scotland's national soccer
team are refusing to play a World Cup
qualifier on Saturday because the game con-
flicts with Princess Diana's funeral.
The game against Belarus in Aberdeen is
to start just hours after the 11 a.m. funeral in
London.
"I have never known an event to cause
such feeling," striker Ally McCoist said of
the funeral. "Tears have been shed from the
corner of England to the top of Scotland. It
is only proper to pull out and show our
respect."
Scottish soccer authorities said Tuesday
they are reluctantly going ahead with the
game because of scheduling difficulties.
Belarus is willing to consider a new date.
The University of Maine men's soccer
team will have upset in mind when it enter-
tains Rhode Island Saturday. Rhode Island
is ranked 20th in the nation.
"It'll be a great test, and it will enable
me to get a feeling of where we are at," head
coach Scott Atherley said. "We have noth-
ing to lose, and if we play to our capability
we will win the game."
The Bears are coming off a 3-1 win over
Central Connecticut State last weekend in
which head coach Scott Atherley was
pleased by his team's progress.
"This past weekend was a valuable
weekend for the development of our team,"
Atherley said. "We showed great resil-
ience and it was a solid match for us."
After losing the season opener, UMaine
bounced back and got in the win column as
it handled the Blue Devils of Central Con-
necticut State 3-1.
If the Bears are to pull the upset Satur-
day, they will have to contain the Rams'
offensive weapons and keep the Rams off
balance with solid ball control.
"Rhode Island is a technical team and
they love to protect the ball," Atherley said.
"They have some dangerous players and
we need to congest the field and we need to
attack quickly."
• Men's soccer
Mame set for home home opener
By Bill Stewart UMaine will also look to improve on its
Maine Campus staff defensive transition and neutralize Rhode
Island's speed.
"We want to play better defensively,
and we need to finish our chances," Aaron
Benjamin said. "We need to get better on
defense and not give them any good chanc
es."
Stepping up on the for front of the
offense is the balanced combination of
freshman Benjamin and Captain Ricky
Brown, who have been working well to-
gether on offense.
"Aaron is a great addition for us," Ather-
ley said. "His strengths are Ricky's (Brown)
weaknesses and vice versa."
"We need to get together more, and we
need two people to come together as one,"
Benjamin said. "It's a lot of fun playing
with Ricky."
Benjamin recorded his first collegiate
goal last weekend in a 3-1 loss to St. Fran-
cis College. Brown is also in the scoring
column, as he scored the game winner in
the Bears' 3-1 victory over Central Con
necticut.
Despite the recent success of the Ben-
jamin-Brown combination, Atherley knows
it will take an all-around effort to come
away with a win.
"We rely on everyone to bring their best
every day, both individually and collec-
tively," Atherley said.
UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine 's thrice-weekly newspaper
The Maine Campus
classifieds
help
wanted
BARTENDING PROGRAM,
Casco Bay Bartending - 50%
student discount, classes
start soon! Call toll free for
info. 1-800-467-2028
Female companion for 90yr
10+ hrs wk $5 hr 2:30pm- 4:30
942-4720 lv message
SPRING BREAK '98-Sell trips,
earn cash & go free! Student
Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Call 1-800-648-
4849 for info about Mexico,
Jamaica & Florida. Join
America's #1 student tour
operator today.
• •• •• OOOOO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• •
•
•
•
PARTY, MEET PEOPLE AND GET PAID
Promote KODAK Spring Break trips
•
•
•
• We'll pay more than anyone else...GUARANTEED! •
•
•
NO RISK. ..we handle all bookkeeping. •
•
• •
•
•
CALL WORLD CLASS VACATIONS •
• 1-800-222-4432 •
•
Our 21st year •
•
• •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• •
for sale
For Sale: fairly new stairmaster
$40 or best offer: Call 866-7553
ask for Erin.
Dorm size fridge for sale:
Waist high. $60 or best of-
fer. Call Derek at 581-
6960 or 866-7553.
8 ft. red & blc sofa 3 yrs old
$150 942-4720 Iv. message
You don't have to buy used
furniture. Chez Renee
Futons + Furnishings is
coming to Crossroads
Plaza Bangor Sept. 15
Futons sets starting at
$249. Call 990-4481
For Sale: IBM computer.
Great for wordprocessing.
For more information call 866-
7553 and ask for Erin.
personals
Join your friends! 9:30 AM
Sunday Twin City Baptist
Church 559 N. Main St., Brewer
989-6852
Subway Quiz
Be the 1st person to come in w/
the correct answer & win a free
footlong sub. Solve for "s"
(2 Ni-S- )2+3=5 18 Mill St. Orono
stop by the 4th floor
of chadbourne hall
to place your
classified ad
apartments
Private rooms on campus.
Only 270/mo. all util. inc.
Tim @ 866-0283
3 Bdrm Apt. all utilities incld.
w/d, sunroom, take over lease
until May. $705/month Old
Town 827-1273
3 bedroom apt all utilities paid
washer dryer sunporch
Call 947-4072
Old Town area 4brs wsh dryer
pd heat water sewer spacious
kitchen close to UM storage
$800 month Call 827-9468
